ECHELON

Next Generation Reservoir Simulation
ECHELON is the fastest reservoir simulator in the world. It typically
achieves between 10x – 50x faster runtimes than the leading
commercial offerings while retaining the accuracy you expect from
legacy simulators. Furthermore, ECHELON has demonstrated scaling
to very large systems with 100’s of millions of cells in high density
workstation and cluster solutions.

“

OUR PARTNER

ABOUT ECHELON

Stone Ridge Technology, a company based in
United States provides services and products
which focusing on high performance computing
technology for Oil & Gas industry. It markets
ECHELON, the world’s fastest reservoir simulator
and have developed, ported and optimized scalable
physics and engineering based technical codes on
modern
multi-core
and
GPU
compute
architectures for clients.

Reservoir simulators play a vital role in formulating initial development plans, history play in
formulating initial development plans, history matching and optimising future production and in
planning and designing enhanced oil recovery projects.
With the ever evolving computing technology, reservoir simulator capabilities have increase
significantly in past decade. The Graphic Processing Unit’s (GPU) advanced capabilities were
originally used primarily for 3D game rendering. But now those capabilities are being harnessed
more broadly to accelerate computational workloads in areas such as financial modelling,
cutting-edge scientific research and oil and gas exploration.

ECHELON - FASTEST RESERVOIR SIMULATOR IN THE WORLD

ECHELON is one of the
most disruptive
technologies I’ve seen in my career
doing simulation. It has proven
ability to rapidly run very large,
multi-million cell, full-physics
models using massive parallelism.
For iReservoir, this has led to
improved understanding of
complex systems by allowing for
broad ranging sensitivity analysis in
vastly reduced time frames.

“

Jim Gilman, iReservoir

ECHELON has transformed the
way we develop and simulate
complex models with many
millions of cells. What previously
took days or weeks now takes
minutes or hours and we are able
to retain reservoir detail and
complexity by addressing very
large models not previously
possible.

Dr. Edward Yang, Marathon Oil
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AEM Enersol provide ECHELON, the fastest reservoir simulator in the world. It typically achieves
between 10x - 50x faster runtimes than the leading commercial offerings while retaining the accuracy
expect from legacy simulators. Furthermore, ECHELON has demonstrated scaling to very large
systems with 100’s of millions of cells in high density workstation and cluster solutions.
Higher stakes from deep-ocean drilling, increasing complexity from unconventional reservoirs, and
an overarching desire for a higher-fidelity subsurface description have led to a demand for reservoir
simulators capable of modelling many millions of cells in minutes. ECHELON incorporates recent
advances in heterogeneous computing and numerical algorithms to deliver vastly accelerated
simulation runtimes and improved scalability with compact high-density GPU enabled hardware.
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Full Physics Finite Vol. Formulation
Extended Black Oil
ECLIPSE input/output compatibility
Utilizes Multiple GPUs
Utilizes Multi-node clusters
Block Centered Geometry
Corner Point Geometry
Unstructured Grids
Dual Porosity
Dual Permeability
Saturation Tables
Endpoint Scaling
Hysteresis
Historic Well Data
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Three-Phase Mixing Model
Pressure Tables
Rock Compaction
Well Trajectories & Transmissibilities
Primary Well Controls
Secondary Controls and Limits
VFP Tables
Hydrostatic Heads
Wellbore Crossflow
Aquifiers
Tunable Solver Parameters
Adaptive Timestepping
Scheduled Well Events
3rd Party tools compatibility

